
Dear   Delegates,   
  

My   name   is   Jianning   Zeng,   a   PhD   in   astrophysics,   a   proud,   legal   immigrant,   a   resident   in   
MAryland   for   about   20   years,   and   I   am   here   against   the   Sanctuary   bill   HB0015   in   Maryland.   
HB0015   will   label   our   state   as   a   Sanctuary   state   and   hence   a   destination   of   choice   for   illegals   to   
come,   impacting   our   public   safety.   
  

Yes,   my   biggest   concern   is   public   safety.   Now   those   politicians   want   to   remove   SROs   from   our   
public   schools,   cancel   state   contracts   of   detention   centers   with   ICE,   even   don’t   allow   our   local   
police   officers   working   cooperatively   with   ICE,   but   welcome   those   illegal   aliens   to   our   state.   It’s   
not   acceptable.   The   senators   who   support   HB0015,   What   do   you   really   want   to   do   to   our   state?   
If   you   welcome   those   illegal   aliens,   you   are   breaking   our   immagration   laws,   you   are   betraying   
your   own   state   citizens   by   putting   illegal   aliens   FIRST   and   state   citizens   LAST!   This   is   called   
treason!   I   heard   so   many   tragedies   happened   in   Montgomery   state.   You   will   be   fully   responsible   
for   all   lives   lost   in   those   angel   families.     
  

Law   enforcement   officers   are   on   the   front   lines,   dealing   with   crime   associated   with   illegal   
ALIENS,   including   drug-   and   gang-   related   crimes.   Sanctuary   practices   result   in   dangerous   
criminal   aliens   being   released   back   onto   the   streets   instead   of   being   removed.   
  

Sanctuary   practices   pose   a   public   safety   and   national   security   threat.   By   impeding   cooperation   
with   federal   immigration   officials,   sanctuary   cities   create   an   environment   where   would-be   
terrorists   and   other   criminal   aliens   can   go   undetected   and   uninterrupted.     
  

Sanctuary   state ,    providing   a   “safe   haven”   for   illegal   aliens ,    is   unfair   to   legal   immigrants   who  
respect   our   nation’s   laws.   
  

Again,   Delegates   should   not   put   Maryland   state   residence   personal   life   and   properties   under   
danger   and   threat   by   harboring   illegal   alien   criminals.   
If   Any   of   our   state   residents   become   a   victim   like   one   of   the   angel   families,   you   should   feel   
Guilty   and   ashamed   because   you   pass   this   terrible   bill.   
  

So   dear   House   Delegates,   please   vote   NO   to   HB0015.   
  

Jianning   Zeng   
  

Maryland   Resident   
  


